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Abstract

Channel Borrowing Without Locking (CBWL) is a family of channel assignment schemes for cellular

communication systems. They allow real-time borrowing of channels from adjacent cells without the

need for channel locking in co-channel cells. CBWL with cut-off priority for calls that arise in the cell

is presented. This scheme discourages excessive channel lending and borrowing at high traffic load and

promotes a more uniform grade of service throughout the service area. An analysis using macrostates

and decomposition is devised to evaluate the performance of the scheme. The results are validated by
simulation.
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1 Introduction

A family of new channel assignment and sharing methods for cellular communication systems

has been presented in [1]. The methods are called !:channelQorrowing JQithout jacking (CBWL).
('BvVL can be used to enhance traffic capacity of cellular communication systems and to accom-

modate spatially localized communication traffic overloads (or "hot spots"). Variations of the

schemes can bt> considered- but for convenience of presentation and explanation we consider

rLhasic lwxagonal layout with base stations (wireless gateways) using omni-directional antennas

llominally located at cell centers. The system has a total of (:T channels. With a clustf'r of size.

S. the C'T channels an~ divided into N groups with about C: = CTIN channels in f'ach group.

As in tixed channel assignment (FCA), each gateway is assigned a group of channels v\'hich arf'

reusf'd at gateways of otlwr cells that are sufficiently distant for the co-channel intf'rfert>ncf' to Iw

tolerable. If all channt>ls of the gateway of a cell are occupit>d wlwn a new call arrivf's. channel

borrowing is t>mploYf'daccording to certain rules.

Channel locking has been suggested in other channel borrowing strategies such as dynamic

channel assignment (DCA) [2], [:3]and hybrid channel assignment (HCA) [4] to limit co-channel
interference. That is, gateways within the required minimum reuse distance from a gateway that

borrows a channel cannot use the same channel at the same time. Because of the difficulty in

maintaining the reuse distance at the minimum value when channel locking is used, DCA and

HCA generally perform less satisfactorily than FCA under high communication traffic loads [2],

[4].

In CBWL, a channel can be borrowed only from an adjacent gateway. The borrowed channels

are used with reduced transmitted power such that the co-channel interference caused by the

channel borrowing is no worse than that of non-borrowing scheme. Therefore, channel locking is

not necessary in CBWL schemes. The borrowed channels can be accessed only in part of the cell.

To determine whether a mobile station is in the region that can be served by a borrowed channel,

each gateway transmits a signal with the same reduced power as that on a borrowed channel. The

signal is called borrowed channel sensing signal (BCSS). If the BCSS is not above some suitable

threshold at a mobile station, a borrowed channel cannot be used by the mobile station; otherwise,

the mobile station will use a borrowed channel if all its gateway's channels are occupied and any

its neighboring gateways has a channel available for lending. Thus, there are two types of new

call originations-those that arise in parts of a cell in which a borrowed channel can be used if

one is available, and those that arise in parts of a cell where borrowed channels cannot be used.

We denote these as A-type calls and B-type calls, respectively.

Neighboring gateways are identified in the following manner. With respect to the given gate-

way, choose the first adjacent gateway. The position of the reference adjacent gateway can be

arbitrary, but once chosen for a given gateway, all other gateways label their neighbors in a cor-

responding manner. The remaining five adjacent gateways are numbered sequentially proceeding

clockwise from the first. The given gateway is labeled gateway O. The C: channels of a gateway

are divided into seven distinct groups. The seven groups are numbered 0, 1, . . . , 6. The channels

of group 0 are reserved for exclusive use of the given gateway. Channels in each of the other six

groups can be lent to neighbors. The ith neighbor can only borrow channels in the ith group.

The llumber of channels in the ith group is denoted Ci, i = 0, 1, ...,6. Thus C = L~=o(\. Fori
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convenience we consider a symmetrical arrangement with C1 = C2 = . . . = CG = t. An example

of the channel layout structure of CB\rVL is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Channel structure of CBWL (cluster size =7).

CBWL with the structure described above has three advantages: 1) In the scheme, a gateway

does not need to transmit and receive on all channels of its neighboring gateways. It only needs

to access the channels that are assigned to it and the borrowed channels of six groups, one group

from one neighbor. Therefore, the transmitter of a gateway only needs to access a total of c: + 61

channels instead of 7C channels. The cost and complexity of a gateway are reduced. 2) The scheme

eliminates the possibility that two co-channel gateways lend the same channel simultaneously to a

pair of closely located gateways (which would result in unacceptable co-channel interference). ;3)

With careful organization, the scheme can ensure that no adjacent channels are used in a given

cell even though channel borrowing is employed.

As described in [1], channel rearrangement can be used in CBWL. With channel rearrange-

ments, if a new B-type call arrival finds all channels of its gateway occupied, the call is still not

necessarilyblocked.If at the same time an A-type call in the cell is using a regular channel, and;-
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at least one neighbor can lend channels to the given gateway, the A-type call will use a borrowed

channel from a neighbor and give its regular channel to the B-type call. In this way, calls that

cannot use borrowed channels directly also benefit from the borrowing scheme. The number of

calls that can use borrowed channels (directly or indirectly) is increased. For convenience. vVecall

CBWL without channel rearrangement as CBWL/NR and CBWL with channel rearrangement as
( 'BWL/CR.

In this paper we propose and study enhancements of CBWL by a cut-off priority structure that

favors calls which arise in the gateway's own cell. It is noted that even without cut-off priority, SCJIne

specific channels at each gateway may be reserved for use only by calls that arise in the gateway's

own cell. It may not be unusual in these schemes for any given gateway simultaneously to borrow

from and to lend channels to its neighbors-even to the same neighbor from which it has borrowed.

This is increasingly likely as traffic loading increases. Thus there can be unnecessary borrowing.

Since borrowed channel can only be accessed by some fraction of USers in a cell while regular

channels can be accessed by all users in a cell, unnecessary borrowing can limit the performance

of the scheme at high traffic loading. One way to alleviate this problem is to use a cut-off priority

structure in which gateways that have more than some number of channels (m < C) occupied,
will not lend. Thus at high loading some channels will be available only for calls that arise in the

cell. As a result, overall performance is improved. Additionally, cut-off priority promotes a more
uniform grade of service throughout the cell because it tends to keep channels available for users

who are more "distant" from the gateway and who therefore cannot use borrowed channels.

With cut-off priority, if a gateway X receives a channel borrowing request from a neighbor Y,

the request is or is not granted depends on the current channel occupancy of X. X will deny the
request,

1. if the total number of occupied channels of gateway X is more than rn. Thus gateway X

gives a cut-off priority of c: - m channels to the calls arising in its cell.

2. if the number of channels that are lent from X to Y is equal to t.

:3. if the number of total channels of cell X that are lent to neighbors (including Y) is equal to
n.

In Section 2, CBWL/NR and CBWL/CR with cut-off priority is modeled and analyzed. The
numerical results from analysis and simulation are given in Section :3.

2 Traffic Analysesof CBWL with Cut-off Priority

For convenience of presentation, we limit our analysis here to the homogeneous case. That is,
each gateway has the same number of assigned channels and the same offered traffic. With little

modification the method can be extended to non-homogeneous traffic environments - including
those with hot spots. For the homogeneous case, it is not necessary distinguish between different
cells. An arbitrarily selected cell represents each cell.

To determine performance characteristics, we use a suitable state description of the system

and seek solutions for the equilibrium state probabilities.i
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In this section. we first consider CBWL/NR. We show that no product form solution exists for

CB\VL/NR scheme with cut-off priority. However, a product form solution can be found for the

numbers of channels that are lent to each neighbor. This product form solution is used to reduce

the dimensions of vectors and the number of states that must be considered. An algorithm for

computation of performance characteristics is devised. A similar analysis for CB\VL/CR scheme
with cut-off priority is also described.

The usual Markovian assumptions are invoked. New attempts in a cell arise at an average

rate). (new call arrivals per second per cell) according to a Poisson process and call holding times

have a negative exponential probability distribution with mean 1/11. In the homogeneous case
calls originate uniformly throughout the service area. Let p denote the probability that a new

call arrival arises in that part of a cell that can be served by a borrowed channel. To prevent the

increase of co-channel interference caused by channel borrowing, the transmitted power on the

borrovved channels is smaller than that on regular channels. Thus, usually p is small (a typical

value is between 0.1-0.3). We note that channel borrowing requests that are directed to a given

gateway from one of its neighbors arise from an overflow process (at the neighbor) Therefore

these requests do not strictly conform to a Poisson process [6]. However at the neighbor (i.e., the

source of borrowing requests), borrowing requests are randomly split into six parts, only one of

which is directed to the given gateway. The random splitting tends to smooth the peakedness
of the overflow traffic directed to a given gateway. We model the overflow traffic directed to a

given gateway by a Poisson process with intensity N. The parameter, N will be determined. Our

simulation results indicate that this assumption is valid.

2.1 Analysis of CBWL/NR with Cut-off Priority for Calls that Arise in The Cell

2.1.1 Characterization of the State of a Gateway

Let C be the number of channels that are allocated to a gateway. At any given time a gate-
way is in one of a finite number of states. A state is identified by a vector 1= (io, iI, i'2,i:3,i4,is, i6).

The component io is the number of channels occupied by calls that arise in the cell served by the

gateway (0 :s; io :s; C). The number of channels at the gateway that are (currently) lent to the
kth neighbor is it" (k = 1, 2, ..., 6), where 0 :s; ik :s; C\. Thus, in state I, the total number of
occupied channels of the gateway is given by

6

J(1) ~ 2:>k .
k=O

The total number of channels that are (currently) lent to all adjacent gateways is

(1)

6

L(1) ~ L ik .
k=1

With cut-off priority, no channels will be lent if the number of the given gateway's channels
in use is greater than or equal to Tn, where Tn < C. The maximum number of channels that a
gateway can lend at any given time is

(2)

,,.

6

Lmax = min(I:: C\, Tn,n) .
k=1

(;3)
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For simplicity. we assume that C\ = l for k = L 6. The state variables must satisfy the

constraints given in below:

0 :::; io :::;C

0:::; ik :::;I

0 :::;J(I):::; C

k= 1.2 6

(-t)

0 :::;L(I):::; L"'ttX

The set of permissible states are those whose state variables satisfy (4). The set is denote by n.

2.1.2 Flow balance equations

'vVedefilH-'a function, O( id, by

L::.

{

I if 0 :::;ik < I
O(id = 0 otherwise. (:) )

According to the operation of the structured CBWL scheme, the kth adjacent gateway can possibly

borro"v a channel from the given gateway only if O(ik) = 1. Furthermore, we define a unit state

vector 8k as a vector in which ik = 1 and all other elements are O. Also, let p(l) denote the

equilibrium probability of state I.

Define a function, Z(I), such that

Z(I) ~
{

I if IE n

0 if I tf- n .
(6)

We write the flow balance equations that determine the equilibrium state probabilities of

CBWLjNR with cut-off priority. In this case, the flow balance equations for any given state

is in one of four possible forms. The forms are different if (a) J(I) < m; (b) J(I) = m; (c)

m < J(I) < C:; and, (d) .1(1) = C.

(a) Flow balance equations for state I! .1(1) < m:
The equations are

6

[A+ A'L O(id + .1(I)pJp(l) = Ap(1 - 80)Z(1 - 80)
k=l

6 6

+A'L O(ik - l)p(1 - 8k)Z(1 - 8k) + L(ik + l)pp(1 + 8k)Z(1 + 8k)
k=l k=O

( for any permissible I with .1(1) < m)

(7a)

(b) Flow balance equations for state I, .1(I) = m:

The flow balance equations of any permissible state I with .1(1) = m are similar to (7a) except
that no channels can be lent to other gateways. Since there is no probability flow out due to

lending channels, the second term on the left side of (7a) is zero. The result is

i

6

[A+ .1(I)pJ = Ap(1 - 80) + A'L O(ik - l)p(1 - 8k)Z(I - 8k)
k=l
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6

+ 2:) ik + 1)f1p(1 + 6k)Z(1 + 6k)
k=O

( for any permissible 1 with J(I) = m ).

(7b)

(c) Flow balana equations for state I. Tn < J (I) < C:
For any permissible state 1 with J(I) > rn, the flow rate into 1 from the state 1 - 6k (k = l.

. . . . 6) caused by borrowing traffic is zero. Thus,

6

[A+ J(I)f1]p(l) = /\p(1 - 60)Z(1 - 60) + 2::(ik + l)f1p(1+ 6k)Z(1 + 6k)
k=O

( for any permissible 1 with m < J(I) < C ).

(7c)

(d) Flow balance equations for state I. J(I) = C::

For any permissible state 1 with J(I) = C:, .flow out arises only from call completions while

.floU' in arises only from new call arrivals. Thus,

C f1p(l) = Ap(1 - 60)Z(1 - 60)

( for any permissible [ with J(I) = C).

(7d)

Because state transitions from 1 to 1 + 6k (k = 1, ..., 6) are not allowed, on the left side of
(7b) and (7e), the probability flow out of state 1 due to channel lending is zero. On the right side

of (7e), the probability flow into state 1 from 1 + 6k (k = 1, . . . , 6) due to channel completions is

not zero. Therefore, if m :S;J(I), for each pair of states, 1 and 1 + 6k (k = 1, ...,6), only one-way
transi tions (from 1 + 6k to 1 for k = 1, . . . , 6) are allowed. Thus, local balance equations are not

satisfied for the pair of states. The sufficient conditions that permit a product form solution are

not satisfied [7].

To get the necessary condition that permits product form solution, we assume that product

form solutions exist, and substitute the solutions into (7). If (7) holds, the assumption is true,
otherwise, the solutions are not of product form. We assume

1 (~)!O 6 (~ )
'k

p(l) = ---:-;--~ II ~

Cx(n) io! k=lik! '
(8)

in which, the normalization constant G(n) is the sum of probabilities of all permissible states.
The constant, G(n), is given by

G(n) = 2:: p(l) .
IEn

After substitution of (8) into (7c), we got the necessary condition for a product form solution:

(9)

1 (~)io 6 (~)ik 6 A (~)io-1 6 (~)ik
( "'

(
n

) ~ II ~[A + f12::id = ("'
(
n

) elL 1)' II ~.7 H to. k=1 tk. k=O .7 H to - . k=1 tk.

f1 (*)iO >

(
A'

)
6 (~)ik (io + 1)f1 (*)iO+1 6 (~)ik

+--:;-:-~6 - II ~ +., . , II ~ .
Cx(H) to. f1 k=1 tk. Cx(n) (to + 1). k=l tk.

(10)
,f"
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With some manipulation, this reduces to

t)

6.\' = fL L ik .
k=l

( 11)

But. givf'n /\' and fL, (11) is not truf' for any state. Thus, Wf' have shown that no product form
solution f'xists in this casf'.

2.1.3 Macrostates

Although a product-form equilibrium state-distribution does not exist. we will find that somf'

componPllt variables of I do have product form solution. which is used to reduce the dimen-

sions of vectors and the number of states that must be considered. The complexity of numerical

computation is reduced.

vVe define a macrostate 1m = (u, v) as

I)

1m = {u = io, V = L ik : IE n} .
k=l

(l:2 )

The original states (each charactered by a 7-dimensional vector) are grouped into two-dimension

macro states. Note that, u represents the number of channels that are occupied by the calls that

arise in the given cell and V represents the number of channels that are lent to adjacent gateways.

The two-dimensional state transition diagram for an example with n = 8 and Tn = 6 is shown in

Figure 2.

To determine the probability flow balance equations for the macro-state description, we must

determine the transition rates in (u, v).

The transition rates from any state for which u > 0, v > 0 and u + v < Tn consist of four

parts. Two of them are transition rates of u: that due to new call arrivals and that due to the

completion of the calls in the given cell (the horizontal arrows in Figure 2.). The other two are

transition rates of v: that due to channel borrowing demands from neighbors, and that due to

the returning of loan channels (the vertical arrows in Figure 2). Since u and io are identical, the

transition rates from (u, v) to (u + 1, v) and (u - 1, v) is ,\ and UfLrespectively. The transition rate

of (u, v) to (u, v-I) is the returning rate of borrowed channels. If v channels are lent, the rate is

just VfL. The transition rate from (u, v) to (u, v + 1) is channel lending rate, which is denoted as
p(v). The rate will be determined.

If a neighbor has borrowed less than I channels from the given gateway, the channel lending

rate of the given gateway to this neighbor is ,\'. If the neighbor has borrowed I channels from the

given gateway, it can not borrow any more channels from that gateway. The channel lending rate

of the given gateway to the neighbor becomes zero. Given v, there can be many different sequences

of ik's (k = 1, . . . , 6) for which L:Lt ik = v. Each sequence may have a different channel lending

rate. Therefore, given v, we define p( v) as an average channel lending rate.

To define p( v) mathematically, we use a II-vector

l::,.
(

. .
)Iv = Zt,..., Zv , II = 1,2,. . . ,6, (1:3)

f
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Figure 2: State-transition diagram of two-dimensional macro-state (u, v) for
a CBWL scheme with C:= 8 and Tn= 6.

III which, the components of the I)-Vector, Iv, represent the numbers of channels that are lent

individually to the first through the I)th adjacent gateways. Thus, we must have

1 = (io, Iv, iv+l, . . . , i6) En, (/J = 1,2,...,6). (14 )

The six-vector 16 represents the numbers of channels that are lent to each neighbor. Then, we

define 8(;c, 6) as the set of 16 whose components sum to x. That is,

6

8(x,6) ~ {16 = (il,i2,i",i4,is,i6): (io,16) E n, Lik = x} .
k=l

(15)

Now, we can define the average channel lending rate

6

L Pr(16)A'LO(id
( )

6 16ES(v,6) k=l
P V =

L Pr(16)
16ES(v,6)

v = O,...,Lmax. (16)

The calculation of p(v) is given in Appendix A.

2.1.4 Probability Flow Balance Equations (For the macro-state)

All permissible states of (u, v) must satisfy the following constraints,

;: 0::; u ::;C
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o::s; v ::s; Lmax ( 17)

0 ::S;u + v::S;c .

which are transliterated from (4).

Dpnote IJIas the space of (u. u) constrained by (17). Then we can define an indicating function

.:(u. u) = { ~

if (u, v) E IJI

if (u. v) rt IJI
( 18)

Define p( tt. IJ) as the pqui Iibri um distri bu tion of t he state (u, tJ). The macro-state balance eq uations
can he written as

[/\ + plu) + U+ u]p(u, v) = Ap(U - 1, v).:(u - 1. v) + p(v - 1)p(u. u - l).:::(u.u - 1)

+( U+ 1)f-Lp(u+ 1. u).:(u + 1.v) + (v + 1)f-Lp(u,v + 1)z(u, v + 1)

(for 0 ::s;U+ v < Tn)

(A+ mf-L)p(u,v) = Ap(U - 1,v)z(u- 1,v) + p(v - 1)p{u,v - 1)z(u,v - 1)

+(u+ 1)f-Lp(u+1,v)z(u+ 1,v)+(v+ 1)f-Lp(u,v+ 1)z{u,v+ 1)

(for 'U+ v = m)

[A+ (u + v)f-L]p(u, v) = Ap(U - 1, v)z(u - 1,v)

+(u+ 1)f-Lp(u+ 1,v)z(u+ 1,v)+(v+ 1)f-Lp(u,v+ 1)z(u,v+ 1)

(for m < U + v < C)

C f-Lp(U,v) = Ap(U - 1, v )z( U - 1,v)

(for U+ v = C)

(19)

These macro-state balance equations correspond to equations (7) in the original state description.

lfu + v ~ m, only the transition from state (u, v + 1) to (u, v) is allowed. The transition from

statt" (u, v) to state (u, v + 1) is prohibited (see Figure 2), and no local balance can be found in the
pair of states. The two-dimensional model does not support product form solution. Gauss-Seidel

iteration was used to solve for the two dimensional probabilities, [8]. The method starts with a

guess of a group of arbitrary p(u,v)'s in (19) to compute a group of new p(u,v)'s. From the new

p( u, v) 's, another iteration is started. The procedure is continued until the two groups of p( u, v)'s

from two successive iterations agree to the desired precision.

2.1.5 Determination of Blocking Probabilities

Important performance measures can be expressed in terms of the state probabilities, p(u, v) 's.

The probability that all channels are occupied can be calculated from

Lmax

Pc = L p(C - v, v) .
v=o

(20)

Denote the probability that a borrowing request from a specific adjacent gateway is denied by

a given gateway as Pi' A borrowing request from a specific neighbor will be denied by the given

gateway if any of the followingthree events is true at the time that the borrowingrequest arises.i
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EventE1: The number of occupied channels of the given gateway is more than m.

Event £'2: The total number of channels that have been lent to all neighbors is equal to the

maximum possible number. Lmax.

Event E:3: The neighbor has already borrowed its maximum allowable channel quota, (l channels).

"Ve denote the probability that a borrowing request from a specific adjacent gateway is denied

. by the given gateway as PI, which is the probability of the union of the events. That is.

PI = Pr{E1 UE2 UE:d = Pr(E1) + Pr(E2E1) + Pr(E:3E2E1) (21)

in which an overbar denotes the complementary event.

The probability of event E1 is the probability that the given gateway in any state with u + ()2:
m. Thus.

Lrnax C-v

PriEd = L L p(u.v).
v=O u=m-v

(:U)

The event of E2E1 includes all permissible states with v = Lmax and u + v < m. That is,

m-1-Lrnax

Pr(E2£1) = L p(u, Lmax) .
u=O

(2:3)

The probability of E:3£2£1 can be found as follows. For the homogeneous case, if 8 neighbors

have borrowed l channels, the chance that the given adjacent gateway is among the 8 gateways is

8/6. Therefore, if the probability that .5neighbors borrow l channels given that v ((l S v < Lmax)

channels are lent is known, we have

Lrnax-1 6

Pr(E:3E2Ed = L L Pr(8 gateway borrow l channels Iv channels are lent)
v=1 5=1

.5

. ~Pr(v)Pr(O S u + v < mlv) . (24)

From equation (A.2) in Appendix A, we know that the probability that 8 neighbors have
borrowed l channels given that v channels are lent is b(6-.5,v)/b(v). The probability Pr(v)Pr(O S
u + v < mlv) appearing in (24) is given by I::~-OV-1p(u,v)/Pr(v). Thus,

- - Lrnax-1 6 b(6 -.<; V).5 m-v-1

Pr(E:3E2E1) = ~?; b(v)' 6 E p(u,v).
(25)

Then, from (21), we have

Lrnax C-v m-1-Lrnax Lrnax-1 6 b(6 - 8, V) .5 m-v-1

PI = ~ u=~-v p(U, v) + E p(U, Lmax)+ ~ ~ b(v) 6 ~ p(u, v) .
(26)

Average rate of borrowing requests from a neighbor )..'

In the CBWL schemes, requests that cannot be served on a channel of a given gateway may

be served on a channel borrowed from a neighbor. Clearly borrowing requests from a specifici
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neighbor will be more frequent when that neighbor's own C: channels are more heavily used. Thus

tilt' states of adjacent gateways are coupled. In principle one could define an overall system state

as a concatenation of gateway states. for all gateways in the system. However this approach is not

fruitful because the number of states that must be considered is analytically unmanageable. \Ve

retreat from this more rigorous approach and instead account for the coupling between gateways

by considering the average rate of borrowing and lending between gateways. We fOllnd that this

approach permits the construction of an analytically tractable model. Theoretical performance

characteristics were calculated and were then compared with those obtained by ~Ionte ('arlo

simulatioll. TIlt' results compared favorably and. are discussed in section :~.

By considering the coupling between adjacent gateways as the average rate of borrO\ving re-

quests from adjacellt gateways and including the rate into the model for state analysis of a givell

gateway. the state probabilities of the given gateway can be determined completely without the

knowledge of the states of other gateways. This has been shown in our previous analysis [1]. There-

fore. if A'. the average rate of borrowing request from an adjacent gateway has been determirwd.

the ne(-'(led coupling between adjacent gateways is accounted for.

The average rate of borrowing requests from a neighbor can be calculated as in CBWLj:"JR

scheme without cut-off priority [1].

A' = ~ A'(k) = APPc~ k = APc(1 - p~) .
L.,; 6 L.,; Pi 6 (1 )k=l k=O - Pi

Because Pc and Pi in (27) depend on A, the equation is actually an implicit equation that can

be used to obtain Pi, Pc and A' simultaneously. An iterative procedure was used as outlined below:

(27)

The iterative procedure

Step 1 The procedure starts with an arbitrary guess of A'.

Step 2 Use the last updated A' in convolution algorithm to calculate et(x) from (A.II) and then

find b(t,v) from (A.I:3).

Step;~ Find p(v) from (A.8).

Step 4 Use p(v) to construct balance equations (19). Then solve the equations to find Pr(u,v).

Step 5 Find Pc and Pi from (20) and (26).

Step 6 The average rate of borrowing requests A' from a neighbor is updated using (27).

Step 7 Step 2-6 of the procedure is continued until the absolute value of the difference between

A"s from the two consecutive iterations agree with the desired number of significant figures.

The blocking probabilities

The blocking probability is different for calls in different positions of a cell. For a B-type call,

the blocking probability (3NR is equal to Pc. An A-type call is blocked if all of the regular channel

are occupied and no channel can be borrowed from any neighbor. Its blocking probability aN R is
given by

f
6

CY.NR = PCP! . (28)
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The average blocking probability BN R is

BVR = p(aVR) + (1 - p)(;J:VR) = Pc[Pp~ + (1 - p)] . (29)

2.2 Analysis of CBWL/CR with Cut-off Priority for Calls That Arise in The Cell

The seven-dimensional state vector I = (io, il. iI., i:>,.i4. i5, il)), which is used to analyze the

('BWL/))'R scheme cannot completely d.escribe the CBWL/( 'R scheme. In CBWL/CR. A-ty'pe

and B-type calls must be distinguished. Let i" and trydenote the numbers of a gateway's channels

that are used by A-type and B-type calls respectively. With channel rearrangement, an A-type

call will use a borrowed channel and its f(~gular channel is released to be given to a new B-type

call. Therefore. the preliminary condition of channel rearrangement is that ia > O. To determine

whether a gateway can use channel rearrangement, the number of channels that are used by A-type

calls should be included. into state variables. Thus. in CBvVLjCR. we use an eight-dimensional
state vector.

Ir = (la, lb. iI, iI., l:3,i4,is, i6) , (:30)

to characterize the state of a gateway.

2.2.1 State Aggregation and Decomposition Method

Due to channel rearrangement, the distribution of Ir is not in product form. We can construct

the probability flow balance equations of Ir and solve them to find the state probabilities. However,

the number of states is prohibitively large (millions for a system with C = 24 and 1=4). Instead,

we will use a state aggregation and decomposition method and use the results from the analysis

of CBWLjNR to expedite the calculation.

With channel rearrangement, an A-type call borrows a channel from a neighbor and give its

regular channel to a new B-type call. Thus, channel rearrangement reduces ia by one and adds

one to ib but ia + ib remains unchanged. If we let io = ia+ ib, the effect of channel rearrangement is
cancelled by the aggregation of states. Then Ir becomes I, which has a product form solution. We

can use the convolution algorithm to find the distributions of I. From the distributions, we can

find Pc (20) and PI (26). However, because we have not distinguished ia and ib in I, the distribution

cannot give us the information about channel rearrangement. Further analysis is needed.

If all channels of a gateway are occupied and the number of channels that are occupied by A-

type calls is zero, A new B-type call arrival cannot use channel rearrangement and is blocked. We

denote the probability as Pa. The probability can be expressed in terms of conditional probabilities

given that v channels are lent

Lmax 6

Pa = L Pr(ia= O,ib= C - vi Lik = v)Pr(v)
v=o k=l

(:31 )

in which Pr( v) is the probability that v channels are lent, From p( u, v), which is solved from (19),

we can find marginal distribution Pr(v) by

C-v

i
Pr( v) = L p(u, v) .

u=o
(:32)
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2.2.2 Conditional Probability, Pr{ i" = 0, io = C - V 12:~=1il.;= v}

[n [1], we have shown that for CBvVL/CR without cut-off priority, a decomposition method can
be used to calculate this conditional probability. With the decomposition method. we can divide

all state space into L",ax + 1 subspaces. each of which corresponds to a fixed value of u = L1=1 il.;

(v = O. 1. . . . . L",ax)' The conditional distribution. Pr{ i,,, ioIv} can be calculated separately for

each fixed u as if these subspaces were "independent" from one another. For CBWL/CR without

cut-off priority. the decomposition method can produce exact solutions. Since the distribution of I

is in product form, to can be separated from other variables, and the interactions between i" and io

do not depend on otheril.;'s (k 2: 1). This is not true for CBWL/CR with cut-off priority. [n this

latter case. the distribution of I is not in product form. and io cannot be completely separated from

the other variables. .\Jevertheless. we can still use decomposition method approximately. Since

the calls that arise in the given cell usually occur much often than borrowed requests (A » ,\').

the interactions between i" and i'l are much stronger than the interactions between io and other

tl.;'s (k 2: 1). 'vVecan calculate Pr {ia, ibIv} separately for each fixed v and omit the interactions

between to and other ik'S (k 2: 1) as if those interactions do not exist. The agreement between

results of simulation and analysis validates this approximation.

Given u, only ia andib are unknown variables. The state-transition diagram ofia andib for

c: - v = 8 is shown in Figure :3. [n this diagram, Al = PA is the arrival rate of A-type calls,

A2 = (1 - p)A is the arrival rate of B-type calls. When a gateway is in a state (ia, ib) with

ia +ib = c: - v and ia > 0, if a B-type call arrives, and if its channel borrowing request is not

denied by neighbors, channel rearrangement is used. As the result of channel rearrangement, an

A-type call is transferred to a borrowed channel and the released channel is given to the B-type

call. Thus, the gateway's state is changed to (ia - 1, ib + 1). Denote A3 as this transition rate.

The probability that a borrowing request is accepted by neighbors is 1 - p~. Thus,

A3 = A(1 - p) (1 - p~) . (:3:3)

Denote Pv(ia, ib) as the equilibrium distribution of (ia, ib) given that v channels are lent. From

the diagram, we can obtain the probability flow balance equation of Pv(ia, ib) and solve the equa-

tions to find Pv(ia, ib). Since the dimensions are reduced, the number of states is decreased greatly

and computation time is saved. We substitute Pv(O,C - v) in (:31) to find Pa. To use (:31), L",ax + 1

groups of flow balance equations for v from ° to L",ax must be solved. However, the number of

groups of equations to be solved can be reduced greatly. Because the probability that a gateway

lends a lot of channels is very small and the contribution of these small Pr( v) to Pa can be omitted.

In our calculations, when Pr( v) from (:32) is less than a desired precision, the group of equations

that corresponds to that v is not necessary to be solved.

2.2.3 Average Rate of Borrowing Requests, A'

The average rate of borrowing request from a gateway to a neighbor, )..', in CBWL/CR scheme
arise from both A-type and B-type calls. Totally,

i
1 1 6

)..'= A - Pi [PPc+ (1 - p)(Pc - Pa)] .
6 1 - Pi

(;34)
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Figure ;3: State-transition diagram of (ia, ib) (C - V = 8).
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Bt'caust' Pc, p" and Pi in (:34)depend on A, the equation is actually an implicit equation that can
bt' used to obtain Pi' Pc and A' simultaneously. An iterative procedure was used as outlined below.

Iterative procedure

Step 1 The procedure starts with an arbitrary guess of A'.

Stt'p 2 {'sp the last updated N in convolution algorithm to calculate et(x) from (A.17) and tllPn

find b(t. u) from (A.i:3).

Stt'p:~ Find p(v) from (A.8).

Stt'p.{ {'se p(v) to construct balance equations (19). Then solve the pquations to find Pr(u. u).

StpP;) Find Pc, Pi and Pr(v) from (20), (26) and (:32).

Step 6 For any v. with Pr( u) large enough, v = o. ..., Lmax, solve probability balance equations

of Pv(ia ,ib).

Step 7 Calculate Pa with equation (:31).

Step 8 Update N using Equation (:34).

Step 9 Step 2-8 of the procedure is continued until the difference of N's from the two consecutive

iterations agree with the desired number of significant figures.

2.2.4 Blocking Probabilities

Once Pc, Pi and Pa are found, we can find blocking probabilities. First, the blocking probability

experienced by an A-type call, aCR, is the same as (28). With channel rearrangement, B-type
calls can use borrowed channel indirectly. A new B-type call arrival will be blocked if All channels

. of the given gateway are occupied and the gateway cannot make channel rearrangement or if

neighbors cannot lend any channels to the given gateway. Thus,

(JCR = Pa + (Pc - Pa)P~ . (:35)

The overall blocking probability in a gateway is

BCR = paCR + (1- p)f3cR . (:36)

The algorithms described in this section can be extended to the nonhomogeneous case, i.e.,

each cell may has different traffic rate and different number of assigned channels. The extension

is described in [1].

i
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3 Numerical Results and Discussion

As an example, we studied CBWLjNR and CBWLjCR for a cellular system with 24 channels

in each gateway. We first consider homogeneous system. For simplicity, we assume in the homo-

geneous case, that the system has a very large (essentially infinite) number of cells. Thus we cia
not need to distinguish the boundary cells and the internal cells.

Figure 4 shows blocking probability, B.'\iR obtained by numerical computation plotted against

offered traffic for ('BWLjNR. Simulation confidence intervals of 95% are also shown. Figure;) is
<Lsimilar plot for CBWLjCR.

To simulate the system with a large (theoretically infinite) number of cells, we used a :)7 cell

configuration with each cell having six adjacent neighboring cells. \lVe can imagine that the :)7

cells cover a ball such that the boundary cells on one side are adjacent to the cells on the other
side. In each run. we generate about 2000 call arrivals in each cell and determine the fraction of

blocking calls for each cell. Since the cells are statistically the same, in one simulation run. :)7
blocking probabilities can be found, as well as the mean, variance and confidence intervals for

those blocking probabilities. The simulation was written in the Simscript simulation language,

and was executed on a Sun workstation. From the figures, we can see that the results of analysis

are close to those obtained by simulation. The results displayed in Figure 4 and ;) compare the

performance of FCA (for which p = 0) to the CBWL scheme with p = 0.1, 0.:3 and 0.5. It is seen

that with p = 0.5 CBWLjNR can reduce the blocking probability about 50% while CBWLjCR
can reduce the blocking probability by order of magnitude. Thus CBWLjCR can improve the
performance significantly.

Figure 6 depicts blocking probability of A-type calls, CiCR, blocking probability of B-type

calls, /3CR and overall blocking probabilities, BCR for a CBWLjCR, also shown is the blocking

probability of fixed channel assignment, BF(JA. Like CBWLjCR without cut-off priority, blocking

probabilities are ordered by BFcA > ,BCR > BCR > CiCR. Figure 7 shows a comparison of blocking

probabilities of CBWLjCR with and without cut-off priority (m = 22 and m = 24 for C = 24).

It is seen that cut-off priority can reduce the difference in blocking probabilities of A-type calls
and B-type calls. The overall blocking probability is also improved.

Figure 8 compares the overall blocking probabilities of FCA, CBWLjNR and CBWLjCR. Cut-
off priority with m = 22 was used for the CBWL schemes. The figure indicates that for CBWL

with channel rearrangement, the performance of the system is significantly enhanced.

Table 1 shows a comparison of offered traffic that can be accommodated at a 2% blocking prob-

ability for CBWLjCR with and without cut-off priority. Specifically, it tabulates the percentage

increase (in offered traffic) in comparison with the corresponding FCA scheme. When the fraction

of A-type calls, p, is increased, the offered traffic of CBWLjCR is increased. For p = 0.5, the
offered traffic is increased about :34.2%. The offered traffic that can be accommodated increases

very rapidly with increasing p for p < 0.5. When p is greater than 0.5, the increase is slowed. Thus

increasing p beyond p > 0.5 helps little to improve system performance for CBWLjCR with cut-
off priority. The effect is not a severe limitation for CBWLjCR, because co-channel interference

usually requires small p for CBWL. The performance of CBWLjCR with cut-off priority is better

for small p (p < .4) while the performance of CBWLjCR without cut-off priority is better for

larger p. For the usual range of small p, cut-off priority can improve the performance of system.i
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Table 1: The offered traffic per cell of CBWL/CR for 2% blocking probabil-
ity, BCR = .02.

[LID 22.40 :34.7% I .0200 I .0200 I
2:3.42 40.8% 11

Table 1 also shows i3cR and aCR given BCR = .02. It is seen that f3C.:Rand aCR are closer than

those in CBWL without cut-off priority. We notice that i3cR has a peak at about p = 0.4. The
effect can be explained as follows. 'When p is increased from 0, for a fixed BCR = 0.02, the offered

traffic that a cell can accommodate is increased. The increasing of offered traffic causes Pc and pJ
to increase, this causes increase of (3CR. But, when p is increased, the fraction of A-type calls is

increased and the probability that a B-type call cannot use channel rearrangement, Pa [in (:)1], the

probability that all channels of a gateway are occupied, and no channel is occupied by A-type of

calls) becomes relatively small. The decrease of Pa causes the decrease of (3CR. When p is greater

than 0.4, the rate of decrease is greater than the rate of increase, (3CRthus is decreased. When P
continue to increase, (3CRapproximates to BCR and aCR.

The effect of the cut-off priority m on blocking probability is shown in Figure 9. The blocking

probabilities for m = 21, 22 and 2:3are better than that for m = C = 24 (without cut-off priority).
This is because too much lending to neighboring cells reduces the availability of regular channels

to the users in the given cell. Since borrowed channels can only be accessed by a fraction of

users, unlimited channel lending will hinder performance of CBWL/CR. Therefore, an appropriate
borrow limit should be chosen In this example, m = 22 gives best performance.

For the nonhomogeneous case, an example system with a single hot spot was considered. In

Figure 10, the system has :37 cells with C: = 24 and rn = 22. The central hot spot cell has 1.5

times the offered traffic of its surrounding :3tiers of cells. In CBWL/CR, the blocking probability

of the central hot spot cell and any other cell is significantly reduced in comparison with FCA
(p = 0).

4 CONCLUSION

Our analysis and simulation shows that CBWL/NR and CBWL/CR with cut-off priority can
reduce the difference of blocking probabilities of calls that arise in different location. The overall

blocking probability of CBWL with cut-off priority (with a carefully selected m) is also better

than the corresponding schemes without cut-off priority in both homogeneous and hot spot cases.
i

2:3

with cut-off priority

I

no cut-off priority
C = 24. m = 22. I = 4 C = m = 24. I = :3

p
offered traffic percent

{3CR
offered traffic percent

(Erlang)
(CR

(Erlang)lllcrease lllcrease

0.0 I 16.6:3 I 0.0% .0200 .0000 16.6:3 0.0%
0 1 18.25 9.7% I .022:3 .0000 18.22 9.6%
0.2 19.81 I 19.0% 02.50 0001 19.74 18.7%
0:3 21.16 27.2% .0280 .001:3 21.00 26.:3%
0.4 22.01 :32.4% .0281 .0082 21.97 :32.1%
0.5 I 22.:31 :34.2% .02:38 .0162 22.72 :36.6%
0.6 I 22.:39 :34.6% .0210 .019.5 I 2:3.18 :39.:3%
07 I 22.40 :34.7% .0201 .0199 2:3.:37 40.5% I
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Appendix A. Calculation of p( v)

To find p(v) in (16), we need the distribution. Pr(16), in which 16 E S(v,6). From (15), tbe
probability is Pr( iI, i2, i:3,i4, is, i61L%=lik = v). Given that v channels are lent, the v channels are

shared by six streams of borrowing requests from neighbors. The analytical structure of this prob-

lem is essentially the same as that in which several types of customers share a finite group of servers.
It has been shown that the state probabilities can be expressed in product form [8]. Therefore.

a convolution algorithm can be devised to find the distribution Pr(il, i2, iJ, i4, is, i61L%=l ik = v)

effectively.
We define a function

(
'\'

)
x

f(x) ~ ~ x!
x=O.I,...,l. (A.l )

Given v channels being lent, the distribution of number of cbannels lent to each adjacent gateway

has following product form

6 1 6

Pr(16 E S(v, 6)) = Pr(il, i2, i3, i4, is,i61L ik = v) = b(v)
I1 fUd

k=l k=l
(A.2)

in which, b(v) is the normalization constant. Since the sum of the conditional probabilities given

by (A.2) must add to unity, the constant is given by:

6

b(v) = L II f(ik) .
I6ES(v,6) k=l

(A.;3)

Buzen's convolution algorithm can be used to calculate b(v) recursively, [9]. The algorithm

considerably reduces the computational effort needed to find b(v), which is necessary for determin-

ing Pr(16) using (A.2). However, when we calculate p(v) from (16), many numerical operations

are still required with all possible 16 E S( v, 6). We will devise a modified convolution algorithm

which not only can be used to find b(v) but also can be used to find p(v) efficiently.

Using (5) in (16), we note that the channel lending rate,\' LLI O( ik) for any given 16 E 8(6, v)

is one of seven possible values: 0, ,\', ..., 6,\'. If 16 contains exactly (6 - t) l's, its corresponding

lending rate is tA'. Denote 8tv (t = 0,1, ...,6) as the set of 16 E 8(6,v) which has exactly
6 - t components that are equal to l. The set, 8tv, consists of all ways that exactly 6 - t adjacent

gateways (without regard to which gateways they are) have borrowed l channels from the given
gateway. Thus,

6

8(v,6) = UStv.
t=o

(A.4)

Define
6

b(t,v) ~ L II f(ik) .
I6EStvk=l

If v < (6 - t)l, in any case, no more than 6 - t - 1 components of 16 can be exactly l. If v ;:::6l- t,
more than 6 - t components of 16 must be exactly l. Thus,

(A.5)

r
f b(t, v) = 0 if v < (6 - t)l, or v 2: 61- t (A.6)
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